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One of the most striking aspects of popular music is its rhythm, because of the explicit 
beat layer typically provided by the drums, the use of rhythmic dissonance in multiple 
layers of the musical texture, high degree of repetition, and brief length of repeated units. 
Numerous studies on rhythm in popular music have explored the ways in which the layers 
of a groove—a short repeating accompaniment pattern—interlock,1 but fewer have consid-
ered the trajectories of individual layers. Olly Wilson and Vijay Iyer have described African-
American popular musics as rhythmically stratified, but provide only a few brief examples.2 
The same idea underpins some analyses by Jonathan Pieslak in Meshuggah and John 
Brackett in Led Zeppelin, and a theoretical model has been developed by John Covach.3 
Robin Attas has considered the polyphonic aspects of disco and Motown grooves, but her 
adoption of Christopher Hasty’s projective model of rhythm renders the analyses informa-
tion-dense and somewhat difficult to generalize.4 Much more frequently, the concept of 
rhythmic stratification has been applied to the music of twentieth-century composers of art 
music such as Ives, Schoenberg, Bartók, Stravinsky, Cowell, Carter, and Nancarrow,5 and to 
a lesser extent, tonal art music.6
Most studies of syncopated rhythms in popular music focus on ways in which the 
melodic layer is dissonant against an abstract metrical grid.7 A horizontal rather than verti-
cal approach to texture, in contrast, reflects its inherent timbral and registral differentiation, 
which allows listeners to perceive different instruments as separate auditory streams.8 More 
importantly for purposes of this study, a horizontal approach reflects the comparatively loose 
rhythmic coordination among the layers of the texture: the “melodic-harmonic divorce”9 
characteristic of rock music, in which the melody has some degree of independence from 
the harmony, is often a rhythmic one. Listener perception of individual rhythmic streams 
in popular music is aided by the common formal technique of the “buildup introduction”, 
in which the texture gradually accumulates as layers enter separately at the beginning of a 
song,10 and also by the performance technique of microtiming variations among the parts.11
The first part of this chapter surveys existing models of texture in popular music, iden-
tifies the rhythmic characteristics of the different layers, and offers sample analyses drawn 
from Anglophone popular music from the mid- to late twentieth century that demon-
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characteristics of formal sections, again illustrated with sample analyses. My analyses adapt a 
theory developed for Classical music to a vernacular repertoire: William Caplin’s theory of 
formal functions, in which particular formal roles (the basic functions of beginning, mid-
dle, and end, and the framing functions of before-the-beginning and after-the-end) and 
behaviours (such as tight- or loose-knit, stable or unstable) are associated with formal units 
at both large and small structural levels.12 Within phrases and formal sections, the rhythmic 
layers of the texture can help to create stability, momentum, tension, or ambiguity. Between 
song sections, rhythmic and metric shifts mark the formal boundaries of phrases, sections, 
and section groupings (such as verse–prechorus–chorus), and help to articulate larger tra-
jectories of increasing and decreasing intensity throughout the song.
Covach has posited several types of textural stratification that fill the continuum from 
complete coordination to complete independence.13 “Coordinated structure” consists of 
the tight synchronization of all layers; “momentary stratification” comprises a brief unco-
ordinated passage. “Pedal point” features a static layer separate from the rest of the texture, 
“ostinato” comprises a less static layer with a repeating motive distinct from the rest of 
the texture, and in “melodic-harmonic divorce” the melody diverges from a coordinated 
accompaniment. Note that each of these three types has two textural layers; the difference 
among them is the level of differentiation within the accompaniment layer. In “textural 
stratification” there are three or more separate layers with periodic points of alignment, and 
in “full stratification”—as in some avant-garde music or free jazz—there are no recurring 
points of coordination after the initial one.
Several other scholars have observed that various rhythmically complex vernacular 
musics—including West African musics, rock, gospel, jazz, disco, and rap—often consist 
of a variable rhythmic layer and a fixed rhythmic layer in a figure-ground relationship.14 
This two-layer model of texture closely resembles Covach’s categories of “ostinato” and 
“melodic-harmonic divorce”. Jeff Pressing makes the same figure-ground analogy between 
variable speech-like rhythms and the repeating cycle of groove in “Black Atlantic” rhythm, 
and this duality is also implicit in the idea of the melodic-harmonic divorce.15 Recent work 
by Trevor de Clercq expands this model to three layers in a discussion of the “harmonic-
bass divorce”.16
Allan Moore describes the basic model of texture in rock music as comprising four 
layers that are registrally and often timbrally distinct.17 The “explicit beat layer” maintains 
a basic pulse and usually a regular meter; it is largely unpitched and played on drums 
or other percussion, and its presence is an important marker distinguishing art music 
from popular music. The “melodic layer” is normally in the topmost register, most often 
articulated by vocals or lead guitar, with a distinctive melodic and rhythmic contour 
that makes it the most memorable and salient layer of the song. The “functional bass 
layer” occupies the lowest register, played on electric bass or sometimes synthesiser, and 
is typically structured more closely around chord roots than the bass layer in art music. 
The “harmonic filler layer” is situated in the middle register, filling the registral space 
between the melodic and bass layers, and commonly played by rhythm guitar and/or 
keyboard. The explicit beat layer reflects rock’s origins in dance music; in addition to its 
basic timekeeping function, it affords an intensified entrainment to the metre that facili-
tates kinesthetic engagement, and also allows for greater rhythmic complexity in other 
layers.18 The rhythmic consistency of these four layers ranges from repeated, unchanging 
rhythmic patterns that function as timelines to variable, improvisatory ones. The explicit 
beat layer is the most firmly fixed, followed by the harmonic filler layer. The functional 
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bass layer is more likely to be variable, and the melodic layer is the most variable, in part 
(but not entirely) because of the need to adapt the music to different numbers of syllables 
in the changing lyrics. The melody layer is inherently variable because its differentiated 
rhythms help to make it the most salient and memorable layer.
The explicit beat layer in rock and related genres beginning in the early 1950s is typically 
some version of a crotchet backbeat in 4/4 played on a drum kit, with kick drum on beats 
1 and 3, snare on beats 2 and 4, and hi-hat or ride cymbal iterating even quaver subdivi-
sions (Figure 13.1a). Uneven quavers in a swung or shuffle rhythm are common in popular 
musics from the first half of the twentieth century, but far less so after that.19 The snare 
drum is higher in pitch, has a sharper timbre, and is usually louder than the kick drum—
thus it is registrally, timbrally, and dynamically more prominent, placing several types of 
phenomenal accent on what are traditionally the weak beats in 4/4. I have suggested else-
where that the repeated registral traversals of the backbeat suggest or impel motion,20 and 
Iyer interprets the backbeat as a modern iteration of foot stomps and hand claps in a ring 
shout;21 Queen famously returned to this early version of the pattern in “We Will Rock 
You.” Iyer further asserts that the backbeat is inherently polyphonic because of microtim-
ing variations between the kick and snare drums.22 Thus the kick-snare pattern is mildly 
stratified, but it does not comprise a rhythmic dissonance: it is a foundational unit that does 
not need to resolve.23 The backbeat pattern also creates a clear distinction between odd-
numbered and even-numbered beats of the metre, thus articulating three different levels of 
temporal organisation: the bar (or, more precisely, the repeated half-bar), the beat, and the 
beat subdivision.
The most normative beats in pop-rock are the basic backbeat and close variants of it.24 
There are many possible versions—those in funk are quite complex—but the most com-
mon alternatives add or delay hits to the quaver off-beats (as in Figures 13.1b and 13.1c) 
or omit them (as in Figure 13.1d). These and the many other possible variant backbeat 
patterns confirm that the basic metric unit in rock drumming is the bar, rather than the 
half-bar defined by the kick-snare grouping.25 Another widespread pattern, most prevalent 
in disco and electronic dance music but also used in rock and metal, is four-on-the-floor 
(not shown), which has a kick-drum hit on every beat.26 In practice, these drum beats usu-
ally remain fairly consistent within formal sections of a song, but often incorporate fills of 
greater rhythmic density at the end of a phrase or section that mark the formal boundary 
and act as anacruses to the next unit, analogous to the acceleration in surface rhythm and 
harmonic rhythm often leading into cadences in art music. The difference in pop-rock 
music is that phrases and song sections often do not end with cadences, so the goal of the 
increased momentum is not the end of the formal unit, but the beginning of the next one.
Figure 13.1  Sample backbeat patterns
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The harmonic filler layer often has a dual function as a rhythmic filler layer. The most 
common patterns in accompanimental guitar and keyboard parts have chords or arpeggia-
tions in even rhythms or mild syncopations displaced by a quaver. Most often rhythmic 
patterns repeat in 1- or 2-bar units, either consistently or in a call-and-response with the 
vocals. Static, sustained chords are also fairly common. The functional bass layer is realized 
in a greater variety of guises: distinctive rhythmic and melodic contours that may be vari-
able (as in Paul McCartney’s melodic bass lines) or fixed as a short repeated riff, “walking” 
patterns in even notes, arpeggiations of the harmony, or repeated or sustained chord roots.
As noted, the melodic layer is the most rhythmically variable, and the most likely to be 
dissonant against the other parts. Although there are many possible rhythmic interactions of 
the melodic layer with the explicit beat layer, it is fairly common for the melody to provide 
a rhythmic counterpoint to the backbeat by emphasising beats other than 2 and 4: either 
the “front beats” 1 and 3, or the quaver off-beats. In the chorus of the Rolling Stones’ “It’s 
Only Rock and Roll” (1974), beats 1 and 3 are emphasised by the contour and text stress of 
the vocal line and most of the attacks in the lead guitar. The last phrase of the first chorus is 
shown in Figure 13.2. In this and the following examples, the points of emphasis are marked 
by arrows above the staff for vocals, guitars, and keyboards, and below the staff for bass and 
drums. The arrows are based on rhythmic grouping, duration, contour, and text stress in the 
vocal line: I interpret beginnings of groupings, comparatively long notes, contour high and 
low points, and accented syllables in the lyrics as being emphasized.
This is mostly a coordinated texture, with a momentary melodic-harmonic divorce at 
the end of the third bar, when the vocals repeat the falling third G$ to E over D major 
harmony. In the first and last bars, the third beat is anticipated by a quaver, but the basic 
structure of the line emphasises beats 1 and 3. The extra hits in the kick drum are on the 
“and” of beats 1 or 3, and they correlate with notes in the bass layer, which is very com-
mon. The snare hits in the drums, in contrast, emphasise the backbeat, as does the upper-
neighbour contour of the rhythm guitar in the first two bars, though to a lesser degree. 
The rhythm guitar and drums comprise a mostly fixed rhythmic layer that accompanies the 
variable rhythmic layers of the vocals and lead guitar. In the fourth bar, the snare hit that 
would normally be on beat 2 is delayed by a quaver, so that the vocals, rhythm guitar, bass, 
Figure 13.2  Rolling Stones, “It’s Only Rock and Roll”, last phrase of chorus 1 (not shown: acoustic 
guitars and guitar overdubs, piano, or backbeat handclaps)
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and snare all align, creating an accent that signals the end of the phrase and underscores 
the affirmation “yes I do” in the lyrics. The early arrival of the last two syllables is a very 
common rhythmic pattern in rock that I call a “cadential displacement”, a rhythmic inten-
sification at the end of a phrase analogous to a cadential hemiola. The sentential structure 
of this phrase also contributes to the sense of a strong arrival in bar 4: a one-bar basic idea 
in the melody is followed by a variation with increased rhythmic density in the second 
bar, then fragmentation and a faster harmonic rhythm in the third bar, culminating with a 
double-plagal cadence in the last bar of the Figure 13.2. Other examples of melodies that 
emphasise beats 1 and 3, complementing the backbeat, are The Doors’ “Light My Fire” and 
the choruses of The Who’s “Substitute” and Free’s “All Right Now.”
A vocal melody that complements the backbeat through emphasis on the quaver offbeats 
is the verse of Led Zeppelin’s “Houses of the Holy” (1973). The opening of the first verse 
is shown in Figure 13.3. This is an even more coordinated texture, both harmonically and 
rhythmically: the guitar and bass follow the melodic rhythm, creating a series of accents on 
the off-beats that do not align with the snare backbeats. As in the previous example, all of 
the extra kick-drum hits align with a bass note, reinforcing the low register. The melody 
is displaced throughout the first four verses, but in the last two verses many more of the 
attacks are on the beat. These closing verses are sung in a much higher register with denser 
rhythmic activity, while backing vocals add an “ooh” on each beat. Thus the decrease in 
rhythmic dissonance in the melody, rather than acting as a large-scale rhythmic resolution, 
compensates for the increased intensity in other parameters. Other songs featuring melo-
dies that are fairly consistently displaced by a quaver are the verse of Bob Dylan’s “Knockin’ 
on Heaven’s Door”, the chorus of the Doobie Brothers’ “South City Midnight Lady”, and 
The Beatles’ “Here Comes the Sun”.27
More commonly, off-beat melodies realign with the metre every two or four bars. Most 
of the attacks in the melody of the Rolling Stones’ “Satisfaction” (1965) occur off the beat 
(see Figure 13.4). The rhythm of the melodic layer can be analysed as a series of displace-
ments by crotchets and quavers, or as a grouping of 233332 (a “rotated double tresillo”28). 
In contrast to the syncopated melodic layer, the bass emphasises beats 1 and 3, and the drum 
plays a four-on-the-floor pattern. The lead guitar mediates between figure and ground, 
Figure 13.3  Led Zeppelin, “Houses of the Holy”, first half of verse 1
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answering the vocal melody with brief fills at the end of every second bar, but also joining 
the bass in emphasising beats 1 and 3 at the end of the phrase. The rhythm guitar, which is 
low in the mix, initially suggests a 332 tresillo grouping in the first two bars that aligns with 
the vocals in the second bar, but then shifts to mostly straight quavers. Although the double 
tresillo in the melody is a generally common rhythm in popular music, in this instance it 
works particularly well to depict the frustration of the poetic persona expressed in the lyrics 
(who “can’t get no satisfaction”). Other rhythmically dissonant melodies that resolve at the 
end of the phrase are the chorus of Kansas’ “Carry On Wayward Son”, the verse of Black 
Sabbath’s “Paranoid”, and the refrain of Led Zeppelin’s “Rock and Roll”.29 The refrain of 
Cream’s “Sunshine of Your Love” is similar in that the quaver-displaced melody resolves on 
the downbeat of the seventh bar, but the explicit beat layer is an anomalous reverse back-
beat, with snare on beats 1 and 3 and kick drum on beats 2 and 4.
Another common rhythmic function of the melodic layer is to end-weight phrases or 
sections through increased density of note attacks. This rhythmic trajectory likely derives 
from the twelve-bar blues, in which the B phrases of the AAB pattern customarily feature 
greater rhythmic and harmonic density that create a sense of culmination. Figure 13.5 shows 
an example of increased rhythmic activity within a phrase, from the chorus of Aerosmith’s 
“Dream On” (1973).30 The slower and unchanging rhythms in the rest of the coordinated 
texture form a fixed background that highlights the rhythmic intensification in the melody. 
The second phrase is parallel, with the addition of a long-held note at the end that contrib-
utes to a sense of arrival. Other instances of phrases that increase in rhythmic density are 
the verses of AC/DC’s “Back in Black” and the Rolling Stones’ “Angie”, and the opening 
of Billy Joel’s “Italian Restaurant.”
At the section level, increases in rhythmic density most typically occur in the verse or 
prechorus; as discussed below, chorus rhythms tend to be more regular. One example is the 
verse of Yes’s “Roundabout” (1971). The melody of the first verse is shown in Figure 13.6; 
other verses follow the same rhythmic and metric pattern. Although the hypermetre and 
grouping structure are not completely regular—note the two 6/4 bars in the second half—
the increases in rhythmic density are clear. Line 2 (bars 3–4) is denser than line 1, and line 4 
Figure 13.4  Rolling Stones, “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction”, first phrase of verse 1
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is denser still than lines 1, 2 and 3, creating a peak of rhythmic intensity in the last line of 
the verse. As in the Aerosmith example, the final syllable is a long-held note that signals the 
end of the section. Comparable examples are the verses of The Beatles’ “Dear Prudence”, 
David Bowie’s “Diamond Dogs”, and The Police’s “Every Breath You Take.”
As the examples above have demonstrated, some common functions of the variable 
rhythmic layer—in these examples, the melodic layer—are to complement the fixed rhyth-
mic layer, to contribute to a sense of resolution at the end of a phrase or section by pro-
gressing from rhythmic dissonance to rhythmic consonance, and to create momentum and 
point toward the end of a phrase or section with increased density of note attacks. In the 
next section of this chapter, I survey the normative rhythmic characteristics of standard rock 
song sections (introductions, verses, choruses, prechoruses, and bridges),31 and explore the 
functions of rhythmic layers within and between sections through sample analyses.
Introduction sections in rock songs are often formally and/or texturally incomplete. 
In some cases, songs begin with an incomplete version of the verse, or more often the 
Figure 13.5  Aerosmith, “Dream On”, first phrase of chorus 2
Figure 13.6  Yes, “Roundabout”, melody of verse 1
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chorus—which is common enough in the Beatles’ music for Covach to call it “Beatles 
verse-chorus form”.32 Most typically, however, rock introductions begin with a thin instru-
mental texture that is gradually thickened over the course of the section: a buildup introduc-
tion. The gradual addition of layers intensifies not only the texture but also the dynamics, 
registral space, timbral variety, and rhythmic complexity. The first entry in a buildup intro-
duction is typically not the drums, but a melodic or harmonic layer played by guitar or 
keyboard, which frequently exploits the lack of an explicit rhythm layer by suggesting a 
different grouping or downbeat that contradicts the underlying metre or renders it ambigu-
ous, which Justin London has called a “metric fake-out”.33 Thus introduction sections are 
often rhythmically or metrically unstable as well as formally or texturally incomplete. The 
overall effect of introductions is anticipatory, creating the expectation of a more complete 
section that includes the vocal entry to follow.
Bon Jovi’s “Runaway” (1984) features a rhythmically asymmetric and thus potentially 
metrically ambiguous introduction (see Figure 13.7). The song begins with the harmonic 
layer alone; the even quavers in the solo synthesiser are grouped into a 333322 double 
tresillo rhythm by changes in the pitch content of the chords. This pattern repeats through 
the verse of the song, but the backbeat is withheld until halfway through the verse. Because 
the pattern repeats, and because clave-based patterns are so common in rock, experienced 
listeners are likely to perceive it as provisionally in 4/4, but the meter is not confirmed until 
halfway through the verse. After the first four bars of the introduction, the drums and bass 
punctuate the texture with an upbeat-downbeat figure every two bars, and in the second 
line of the verse they accelerate, punctuating every half-bar. Such a rhythmic intensifica-
tion creates a strong sense of anticipation and increased momentum. At the third line of the 
verse, a regular backbeat is instantiated, along with guitars and backing vocals. The clarified 
metre and denser texture contribute to an emphatic sense of arrival at this point. Thus, the 
first half of the verse retains some introductory function.
Harald Krebs refers to patterns of triple groupings in a duple or quadruple context—
and more generally, any rhythmic grouping that diverges from the metre—as “grouping 
dissonances”, and they are quite common in introduction sections.34 “Displacement dis-
sonances”, by contrast, have groupings that would be consonant with the metre but are 
out of alignment, shifted forward or back in time.35 Introductions featuring displacement 
dissonances are much rarer, especially in songs that begin without the drums, because unlike 
grouping dissonances, displacement dissonances do not periodically realign with the under-
lying metre; they thus present a stronger challenge to it. One example is “Hell’s Bells” 
(1980) by AC/DC, which begins with a bell that text-paints the title, followed by a melodic 
layer in the guitar (see Figure 13.8). After the initial attack, the melody is displaced back-
ward by one quaver for the rest of the long introduction. The four bell strokes that begin the 
song are two bars apart, implicitly on the hyperdownbeats. However, once the guitar enters, 
the bell shifts to beat 2. Thus this passage features two levels of displacement, one in each 
Figure 13.7  Bon Jovi, “Runaway”, introduction
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 direction: the guitar is displaced backward in time by a quaver, and the bell is displaced for-
ward by a crotchet. Nonetheless, the contour and rhythm of the melody suggest a 4/4 metre, 
particularly in the absence of any other conflicting cues, so the destabilisation is a mild one.
The contrasting relationship between verse and chorus sections has been described by 
David Temperley and named “loose-verse/tight-chorus” or LVTC form.36 In this paradigm, 
choruses are more regular than verses in terms of lyrics, texture, phrase structure, harmonic 
rhythm, and melodic rhythm; in addition, they are also usually louder and have a thicker 
texture, thus functioning as both contrast and culmination within the overall form. Verses 
are more likely to have a faster melodic rhythm and sometimes a slower harmonic rhythm 
than choruses, which typically have a slower melodic rhythm than the verse, emphasising 
the repeated chorus lyric, and sometimes a faster harmonic rhythm, which adds intensity 
and interest to this focal section. Verses and choruses can be connected by a tension-build-
ing prechorus section, which functions much like a transition section, frequently featuring 
tonal and/or harmonic instability, a fragmented phrase structure, a change in rhythmic den-
sity, and often registral expansion.37 Bridge sections have similar characteristics, but different 
positions and functions within the form: bridges are contrasting developmental sections, 
usually located outside of the verse–chorus unit.
Jimi Hendrix’s “Spanish Castle Magic” (1967) demonstrates some of the textural and 
rhythmic contrasts between verse and chorus. The opening of each section is shown in 
Figure 13.9. In the verse (Figure 13.9a), the drums, bass and guitar play a tattoo figure that 
takes up the first half of every bar, and is repeated in the second half of bar 2, creating a 
large-scale hypermetric march pattern with a subdivision in the second bar. Between the 
tattoos, the bass drum plays quavers and Hendrix sings mostly in semiquavers in the second 
half of each bar, in a loose call-and-response format. The change of both rhythmic pattern 
and texture every half bar has a fragmented effect, enhanced by the chromatically descend-
ing harmonies. The chorus (Figure 13.9b) is texturally and rhythmically more consistent 
than the verse: the slower melodic rhythm in the vocals is loosely mirrored in the guitar, 
bass, and piano, and the drums shift to an ornamented backbeat pattern.
The looseness of the verse and tightness of the chorus are not always created by melodic 
and harmonic rhythm. In Heart’s power ballad “Alone” (1987), the melodic and harmonic 
rhythm are fairly consistent across the verse, prechorus, and chorus, and the accompani-
ment rhythm in the verse and prechorus is, unusually, more regular than the rhythm in the 
chorus, as shown in the chart of  Table 13.1. This is because there are no drums until the 
chorus, so the keyboards assume the timekeeping role in the verse and prechorus, joined by 
the bass, which enters halfway through the verse. The entrance of the drums in the chorus 
allows the accompaniment parts to shift to a syncopated pattern grouped as 3+5 quavers, a 
pattern closely related to the tresillo that can be interpreted as combining its last two attacks 
Figure 13.8  AC/DC, “Hell’s Bells”, introduction
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Figure 13.9a  Jimi Hendrix, “Spanish Castle Magic”, beginning of verse
(332 becomes 35). The chorus also features dramatic expansions of texture, dynamics, and 
register that help to establish its role as the focal section of the form.
Metre, in addition to texture and rhythm, helps to define the formal sections in Cream’s 
“White Room” (1968). The form and rhythmic characteristics of each section are shown 
in Table 13.2. The introduction, which recurs at the midpoint and end of the song, is in 
5/4, an asymmetrical metre that contrasts with the regular 4/4 of the verse and chorus (the 
introduction is also tonally ambiguous and does not clearly establish a key). The metre is 
defined only in the timpani, with the drum kit marking the downbeats; the other parts are 
Figure 13.9b  Jimi Hendrix, “Spanish Castle Magic”, beginning of chorus
Table 13.1 Heart, “Alone”, rhythm layers in verse, prechorus, and chorus
Verse Prechorus Chorus
Key B minor D major G major
Instrumentation vocals, keyboard + bass + synth strings + drums








even quavers even quavers 3+5 grouping
Bass Rhythm minims minims alternating quavers and 
3+5
Drum Rhythm – – backbeat
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rhythmically static, holding their notes for the duration of each bar. The verse melody is a 
series of one-bar motives that descend sequentially through a tenth, emphatically arriving 
on the downbeats, although most of the other notes in the melody are rhythmically disso-
nant. The guitar and bass play differentiated rhythms that generally mark the beats, creating 
a loose-knit texture in the verse. The chorus is comparatively tight-knit, with the guitars 
returning to the static rhythm of the introduction, and the bass playing a regular dotted 
rhythm. The vocals continue to emphasise the downbeats, but now as a point of departure 
rather than a point of arrival. The falsetto register and legato rhythm of the melody in the 
chorus contribute some bridge-like qualities to this section, but the alternating repetition 
scheme, longer phrase lengths and harmonic closure on an Aeolian cadence are typical 
chorus characteristics.
Rush’s “Freewill” (1980) has a more complex song structure that includes a prechorus 
and a solo bridge. The formal plan and section characteristics are given in Table 13.3. The 
song begins with two descending scales in the guitar—perhaps the rock-music equivalent 
of a premier coup d’archet? The bass and drums play syncopated accents underneath the 
opening scales, creating a mild rhythmic tension. After the initial two bars, the metre alter-
nates between bars of 6 and bars of 7, forming a larger non-isochronous cycle of 13 beats. 
The additive structure of the changing metre is clarified because the beginning of each 
bar is melodically marked by an ascending-fifth motive, and rhythmically marked by an 
anticipation of beat 2 in the melody, which suggests two triple-quaver groupings at the 
beginning of each bar. The end of each bar is signalled in the drum part by a shift from the 
backbeat pattern to extra hits or fills that adjust to the varying bar lengths. This pattern 
continues in the verse.
Metrically, the prechorus is more stable than the verse, establishing a regular 4/4 metre, 
but there are slight rhythmic displacements in the vocals and different small-scale displace-
ments in the guitar and bass, so the texture is the most stratified thus far. The drums shift 
to a half-time pattern, allowing for an intensification in this layer when a standard backbeat 
arrives with the chorus.
The chorus section is comparatively tight-knit; the metre is a regular 4/4, and the texture 
is the most coordinated in the song. The first three phrases end with truncated bars of 3/4, 
which create momentum. In phrases 1 and 3 these are emphasised by snare hits on beats 2 
Table 13.2 Cream, “White Room”, formal plan and section characteristics
Intro–Verse–Chorus–Verse–Chorus–Intro–Verse–Chorus–Intro–Solo
Intro Verse Chorus
Metre 5/4 4/4 4/4
Vocal Rhythm long notes (1 per bar) syncopated, some triplets; 
1-bar motives directed 
toward downbeats
mostly triplets; 2-bar 




long notes (1 per bar) crotchets and quavers, 
mostly on the beat
long notes (1 per bar)
Bass Rhythm long notes (1 per bar) crotchets and quavers, 
mostly on the beat
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and 3, as if affirming the lyrics (this is a canonical air-drumming moment at live 
 performances). The final bar is not truncated, but remains in 4/4 to enhance the contrast 
with the changing metre of the next verse.
The bridge section creates contrast in numerous domains: texture, tonality, phrase struc-
ture, intervallic dissonance, timbral dissonance, increased rhythmic density, and registral 
extremes. The bridge also has a contrasting metre, 6/8, which is more regular than the 
changing metre of verse—but solo sections are normally in a regular metre to simplify the 
framework for improvisation, and the 6/8 of the bridge is less normative than the 4/4 of 
the chorus that precedes it and the prechorus that follows it.
An extraordinary instance of a large-scale trajectory of increasing rhythmic intensifica-
tion is The Beatles’ “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” (1967). Table 13.4 shows the formal 
plan and section characteristics. Like “Free Will”, this song features sharp contrasts between 
verse and chorus in the domains of tonality and metre, necessitating a transitional precho-
rus. The variegated sections of this song are connected, however, by the clear trajectory 
of acceleration in the accompaniment rhythms, which are absent in the introduction, and 
which mark each downbeat in the verse, each beat in the prechorus, and each beat subdivi-
sion in the chorus. Combined with the textural expansion and regularisation of the metre, 
the large-scale acceleration in the rhythm layer contributes to the sense of chorus as cul-
mination. The acceleration itself is compressed at the end of the song, when the third verse 
moves directly to a repeated chorus, skipping the transitional prechorus.
In conclusion, I have demonstrated a variety of rhythmic functions within differ-
ent textural layers, and within and between formal sections of some pop-rock songs. 
Common functions of rhythm in the melodic layer are: to complement the accents in 
the explicit beat layer, to create momentum within a phrase or section through increased 
rhythmic density, and to contribute to a sense of arrival at the end of a phrase or sec-
tion by resolving from dissonance to consonance. Common functions of rhythm within 
formal sections are to destabilise the metre through rhythmic dissonance in introduction 
sections, to contribute to the loose-knit organization of verse sections through greater 
rhythmic stratification and complexity, and to contribute to the tight-knit organization 
of choruses through regular rhythms and more homorhythmic textures. Between song 
sections, rhythmic and metric shifts mark the formal boundaries of phrases, sections, and 
section groupings, and help to articulate larger trajectories of increasing and decreasing 
intensity throughout the song. Further research on this topic will include a larger corpus 
of examples, investigate changes in rhythmic patterns over time, and examine and com-
pare the interactions of rhythm and form in other related genres. As noted at the opening 
of this chapter, rhythm is one of the most salient parameters in rock music, and it is also 
one of the most complex. Much work remains to be done on this topic, but I hope here 
to have made a beginning.
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